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TABLE OF CONTENTS SEE HOW WE CAN PROTECT YOU

HOW TO BUY

TRUENORTHGEAR.COM 
800-873-5725 (8AM-5PM PST)

See our complete line of products online at our webite 
truenorthgear.com. You’ll find searching online fast 
and easy to navigate with detailed descriptions, read 
reviews, locate a dealer near you, purchase through 
online dealers, or learn more about our company.

Visit our YouTube channel to see demo product  
videos for a variety of True North® Gear products.

VIEW OUR ONLINE VIDEO LIBRARY AT WWW.TRUENORTHGEAR.COM

GSA establishes long-term government wide contracts 
with commercial firms to provide access to millions of 
commercial products and services at volume discount 
pricing. Go to www.gsaadvantage.gov for purchasing.

GSA

National Fire Protection Administration standard for wildland 
fire fighting.

NFPA 
1977

Approved for use by the Cal Fire Personal Protective 
Equipment Working Group.
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1.   PRO DRY™ FR T-SHIRT
2.  SLAYER™ UTILITY PANTS
3.  SINGLE UNIVERSAL RADIO HARNESS
4.  SLAYER™ BRUSH SHIRT
5.  SPITFIRE™

  

6.  AMABILIS™
  
DUFFEL 80L

7.  HYDRO-SPEED RESERVOIR
8.  FLAGGING TAPE DISPENSER
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FIREBALL™  
» Mid–size wildland pack

» SCS™ Technology-Super Compression Suspension

» 100oz (3L) Hydration pocket (reservoir not included)

» Removable New Generation Fire Shelter case

» Side pockets each hold one 1L bottle

» Covered 12 fusee carrying capacity

SIZE 1200 CU. IN., 2.75 LBS
COLOR RED      BLACK  

NFPA 
1977



FIREFLY™ MEDIC 
» Modular medic pack designed for Line EMTs

» SCS™ patented load-trapping suspension

» Quick-Zip Removable gear bag

» 100oz (3L) Hydration pocket (reservoir not included)

» Removable New Generation Fire Shelter case

» Side Pockets hold two 1L Bottles

» Covered 12 fusee carrying capacity

SIZE 2250 CU. IN., 6 LBS
COLOR RED      BLACK  

NFPA 
1977
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SPITFIRE™  
ttLarge wildland pack designed by hotshots

» SCS™ patented load-trapping suspension 100oz (3L)  
Hydration pocket (reservoir not included) 

» Removable New Generation Fire Shelter case

» Zippered side pockets each hold two 1L Bottles

» Covered 12 Fusee carrying capacity

SIZE 2250 CU. IN., 4 LBS  
COLOR RED      BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

CAL 
FIRE

FRONTLINE™ 
BUSHWHACKER  
» (6) Internal mesh organizer pockets

» 100oz (3L) Hydration pocket (reservoir not included)

» Removable New Generation Fire Shelter case 

» Side Pockets each hold two 1L Bottles

SIZE 1400 CU. IN., 4 LBS  
COLOR BLACK        

NFPA 
1977
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FIREFLY™   
» Modular, load swallowing wildland pack

» SCS™ patented load-trapping suspension

» Quick-Zip Removable gear bag

» 100oz (3L) Hydration pocket (reservoir not included)

» Removable New Generation Fire Shelter case

» Side Pockets hold two 1L Bottles

» Covered 18 Fusee carrying capacity

SIZE 2500 CU. IN., 5 LBS  
COLOR RED        

NFPA 
1977

WEIGHT 2.5 LBS  
COLOR BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

FRONTLINE™ DEFENDER
» Removable New Generation fire shelter case 

» Built-in covered fusee holder

» Removable accessory pocket holds 1L water 
bottle

» Built-in 3L Hydration System (included)
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WEIGHT 3 LBS  
COLOR BLACK  

Our wildland packs utilize the MOLLE attachment system, letting users 
swap out True North® or outside accessories with ease. Our Harnesses 
and Hip Belts offer a superior ergonomic structure and true MOLLE system 
compatibility, ensuring comfort and functionality always.

MOLLE ATTACHMENT SYSTEM 

SPYDER™ GEAR 
»  Modular pack for essentials with multiple  

configuration options

» SCS™ - Super Compression Suspension 

» Removable New Generation Fire Shelter case  
that can be rear or side mounted

» Removable gear bag with 250 cu. in. capacity

» Optional 3L Hydration System

» Optional Go! Pack compatibility

SIZE 250 CU. IN., 1.75 LBS  
COLOR RED      BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

CAL 
FIRE

TRAPDOOR™ HOSE PACK 
A wildland hose pack featuring a trap door system built into  
the bottom that deploys faster than you’ve ever seen before.

» Fast loading, clean deployment with the pull of a rip-cord

» Front zippered pocket for brass and nozzles

» Two levels of 1” or 1 ½” single jacket hose in  
any configuration

» Color coded rip-cord tabs

» Padded back and shoulder straps for comfort

» Dimensions: 18” x 18” x 6 1⁄2”



Our collection of best-selling Radio Harnesses 
feature all the bells and whistles that our 
customers expect from True North® products. 
With adjustable pockets designed to fit all 
makes and models of radios and our internal 
suspension system that keeps harness fit 
stable, to upgraded, lightweight low-profile 
back harnesses, our Gen 2 Radio Harnesses 
are even more comfortable, durable and 
functional than ever.
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SINGLE UNIVERSAL
RADIO HARNESS
» Chest harness fits one radio of  
 any make and model plus spare  
 battery and GPS

DUAL RADIO HARNESS
» Radio chest harness for carrying two  
 radios plus spare battery and GPS

NFPA 
1977COLOR BLACK        

NFPA 
1977COLOR BLACK        

DOZER™ RADIO
HARNESS
» Radio chest harness
 designed for engine   
 and dozer crews, fits Next
  Generation Fire Shelters.

COLOR BLACK   NFPA 
1977

STEALTH™ RADIO 
HARNESS   
» Lightweight, modular harness
 for one radio. Wear on chest
 or attach to pack belt or
 shoulder harness. MOLLE
 compatible.

COLOR BLACK   NFPA 
1977
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SAW BAR COVER
» Two exterior pockets for tools, spare chain, 

and parts

» Leather guard keeps the dogs in

» Wedge pocket on tip makes it easy to grab

» 1.25” foam shoulder pad for comfort

» Durable 1000D Nylon construction

» 20” size does not come with top pocket 

SIZES 20” BAR, 24” BAR, 28” BAR 
WEIGHT 1.25-1.6 LBS  
COLOR BLACK        

NFPA 
1977
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HYDRO-SPEED
RESERVOIR   
» Easy to clean, slide–seal hydration 
 reservoir. 

SIZE 3L     PVC 
BPA 
Free

FDA 
Approved

FIRE SHELTER CASE 
» Attaches to the bottom of wildland fire  
 packs or hip belt, holds new shelter

NFPA 
1977

CAL 
FIRECOLOR BLACK  

PERSONAL POUCH  
» Holds all the essentials and attaches 
 with standard 1” MOLLE

SIZE 8”X 8”X 3”    
COLOR BLACK  

FLAGGING TAPE 
DISPENSER 
» Stackable and easily attaches to belts or  
 shoulder harnesses.

SIZE 5.5” X 5.5” X 1”  
COLOR BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

NFPA 
1977

CAL 
FIRE
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CHAINSAW PACK 
» Patented SCS Suspension System

» 3 drawstring pockets for fuel, water, 
and other essentials

» Fire shelter case attaches to belt with 
 ALICE clips

» Axe scabbard

WEIGHT 5.5 LBS  
COLOR BLACK        

NFPA 
1977
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This unique chainsaw pack design holds the saw in next 
to your center of gravity and prevents it from bouncing or 
swinging as you move over rough terrain. Load or unload a 
saw in seconds: drop the power head into the carrier, attach 
the bar with one buckle and go. Pack comes with three 
drawstring pockets for fuel, water, and other essentials; 
a Next Generation fire shelter case; and an axe scabbard. 
Modular design allows you to position pouches anywhere 
along the belt or back of the saw carrier. Other features 
include ultra thick dual-density foam waist belt and harness, 
and a leather shoulder pad to protect the harness when 
carrying the saw on your shoulder. Accommodates wrap 
around handle bars as well as top and side handle bars.



   

HOSE CLAMP POUCH
» Adjustable top Velcro flap designed to fit  
 all hose clamps

SIZE 12” X 5.5” X 1”    
COLOR BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

CAL 
FIRE

GO! PACK
» Add-on pack that attaches to Spyder Gear,  
 Frontline™ Defender and Chainsaw packs

SIZE 1500CU
COLOR BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

LYNX™ HYDRATION  
» Hydration pack attachment for Spyder 
 Gear and Frontline™ Defender

SIZE 3L   
COLOR BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

CAL 
FIRE

ACCESSORY POCKET 
» A must-have that holds water bottles or  
 other personal items

SIZE 8.5” X 4” X 3”    
COLOR RED      BLACK  

NFPA 
1977

CAL 
FIRE
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SLAYER™ WILDLAND PANTS

Built to the exacting standards of NFPA 1977 while also offering 
innovations in design and style. Durability has been worked into every 
detail of the design and construction to ensure a long service life.

» Tru-Fit™ micro-adjustable elastic waist band for a custom fit

» Diamond-gusseted crotch panel for greater range of motion and 
reduced chaffing 

» Wear-Guard™ patches on the inside of cuffs for maximum 
durability

» Engineered cargo pockets prevent snagging. Fully adjustable ankle 
straps keep dirt out

» Super-Fly™ self-locking, full metal zipper

» Wrangler style front pockets with reinforced patch for clip-knives

» Seven oversized belt loops for 2” web belts

10  |  DRAGONWEAR® PRODUCT CATALOG

SLAYER™ BRUSH SHIRT
» Combining the comfort you need with the toughness you depend 

on, this shirt blends trusted materials with innovative features. 

» Zippered chest pocket with internal headphone port

» Second large chest pocket with hook and loop closures

» Hook and loop cuff closure to keep the grit out. Innovative 
stand-up collar provides extra protection

» Placket front closure with melamine button fasteners

SIZES S-3XL  
AVAILABLE FABRICS  6.0 OZ. NOMEX® 
IIIA YELLOW, 5.8 OZ. TECASAFE® YELLOW

  

NFPA 
1977

SIZES S-2XL  
AVAILABLE FABRICS  6.0 OZ. NOMEX® IIIA 
IN SPRUCE GREEN, 7.0 OZ. ADVANCE® IN TAN,  
7.0 OZ. TECASAFE® IN SPRUCE GREEN

  

NFPA 
1977
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BEAST ROLLING DUFFEL 

»  Rolling travel bag with a self-supporting stand-up design
 »  Large main compartment with interior lash down straps for gear

» Mesh organizer pocket in lid

» Large second pocket for boots and helmets

» Slash pocket on the end keeps essentials close at hand

» Meets airlines maximum allowed checked baggage

SIZE 7500 CU. IN.  
COLOR BLACK 

CAMPAIGN BAG 
» Expanded main compartment

» New sleeping bag compartment with 
removable DrySafe™ dry bag

» Collapsible laundry pocket

» Removable toilet kit

» Updated shoulder pads with metal 
hardware

» Lighter weight bag at 4.3lbs

DIMENSIONS 29” X 16” X 14”
VOLUME 6500 CU. IN.   
COLOR RED     BLACK 
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AMABILIS® DUFFEL 8OL 

 
The True North® AMABILIS® duffel is the result of a unique 
 partnership between True North® and AMABILIS®, a designer- 
manufacturer of outdoor gear with a reputation for design innovation 
within the outdoor and tactical markets. Termed “the world’s toughest 
duffel,” this bag packs in a wide range of performance features  
guaranteed to meet gear needs in both structure and wildland fire markets. 
With a penchant for chewing up and spitting out rugged environments,  
this well-sized 80L duffel can take your best shot and keep going.

» Dimensions: 30” x 14” in

» Volume: 80 liters / 4,882 cu.

» Double layer, military-grade tarpaulin body

» Ceramic armor-plated SuperFabric® bottom that is water resistant

» Slash and abrasion resistant for greater durability

» #10 YKK main zipper provides full length access

» Top or side load options for easy gear storage and access

» Outside accessory pocket for smart phones, wallets and more

» Large internal zippered pocket 

» Adjustable and padded shoulder strap

» Exterior Velcro patch for Department insignias

» Mil-spec metal hardware and durable heat-shrunk cord ends

» All internal seams are bound for finish and durability

AMABILIS® DUFFEL 25L 

 
The bag’s 25L size is perfect for day and overnight adventures  
and when traveling light and keeping your gear tight is preferred.

» Dimensions: 18” x 10” in

» Volume: 25 liters / 1,515 cu. 

» Double layer, military-grade tarpaulin body

» Ceramic armor-plated SuperFabric® bottom that is water resistant

» Slash and abrasion resistant for greater durability

» #8 YKK main zipper provides full length access

» Top or side load options for easy gear storage and access

» Outside accessory pocket for smart phones, wallets and more

» Internal zippered security pocket to safely stores valuables

» Adjustable and padded shoulder strap

» Exterior Velcro patch for Department insignias

» Mil-spec metal hardware and durable heat-shrunk cord ends

» All internal seams are bound for finish and durability
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True North has invested over 25 years into the research, design, testing and manufacturing 
of durable and innovative gear and clothing for wildland and structure firefighters. In 1992, 
founder Alyx Fier began the company in his garage with a home sewing machine after 
he saw an unmet need for dependable fire gear intentionally designed around customer 
needs. Since then, True North has grown from a one-person operation to an ISO 9001 
registered multi-brand company whose products are distributed worldwide. Though 
we’ve grown, our company headquarters are still in Seattle, WA, just up the street from 
the garage where it all started.

Over the years, we have stayed true to our heritage of seeking out and harnessing user 
feedback to create new design solutions or upgrade existing ones. We provide the 
pinnacle in performance through a design philosophy that embraces durability, comfort 
and protection as inclusive elements. Designing and delivering dependable products is 
essential to the vitality of our organization and our overarching mission to support and 
protect a customer base that operates in life-risking environments every day.

We welcome all feedback on our products and service, and encourage you to reach out 
and share your thoughts with us.
800-873-5725  |  info@truenorthgear.com  |  truenorthgear.com

OUR STORY

Our Promise

Committed and caring customer service and a lifetime material warranty on all products 
further distinguishes True North’s customer-driven focus. All products are covered against 
defects in the materials and workmanship, and complimentary repair or replacement 
of any gear with a manufacturing defect will be provided for the practical lifetime of 
the product. Damage due to wear and tear may be repaired at a reasonable charge.
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XS S MD LG XL 2X 3X 4X 5X

Chest 32 33-36 37-40 41-44 45-48 49-52 53-56 57-60 61-64

Waist 26 27-30 31-34 35-38 39-42 43-46 47-50 51-54 55-58

Hips 30 31-34 35-38 39-42 43-46 47-50 51-54 55-58 59-62

Sleeve 
Length 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Inseam 30 31 32 33 34 35 351/2 36 361/2

Mens Sizing

XS S MD LG XL 2X 3X 4X 5X

Chest 33 34-35 36-37 38-39 40-42 43-45 46-49 50-53 54-57

Waist 25 26-27 28-29 30-31 32-34 35-37 38-41 42-45 46-49

Hips 34 35-36 37-38 39-40 41-43 44-46 47-50 51-54 55-58

Sleeve 
Length 30 301/2 31 311/2 32 321/2 33 331/2 341/2

WOMens Sizing
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